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CLASS GROUPS OF CYCLIC GROUPS

OF SQUARE FREE ORDER

BY

ANDREW MATCHETT

Abstract. Let G be a finite cyclic group of square free order. Let Cl(ZG) denote

the projective class group of the integral group ring ZG. Our main theorem

describes explicitly the quotients of a certain filtration of Cl(ZG). The description

is in terms of class groups and unit groups of the rings of cyclotomic integers

involved in ZG. The proof is based on a Mayer-Vietoris sequence.

1. Introduction. In this note G denotes a cyclic group of square free order b. For

every positive integer d dividing b, let Çd be a primitive dth root of unity in a fixed

algebraic closure of the field of rational numbers. Wherever the variable d appears,

its domain will be some subset of the set of positive divisors of b. For any ring R,

R* will denote the group of units and Cl(R) the projective class group of R. For

any d =£ 1, let md denote the product of all primes in Z\ld\ dividing d. Let ZG

denote the integral group ring of G. Our result is the following. It is proved in §2.

(1.1) Theorem. The group Cl(ZG) can be filtered so that the quotients are

Hd,b Cl(Z[fJ) and the cokernels of the natural maps

Z[?„]*-*(Z[ £,]/*,)*

for d\b, d^l.

The author wishes to thank the referee for showing how to simplify the original

proof of Theorem (1.1). The original proof, which was based on a canonical form

theorem for matrices over Z with characteristic polynomial jc* — 1, proved only a

slightly weaker version of the theorem. Reiner-Ullom [3] using a Mayer-Vietoris

sequence different from the one in this paper obtained a lower bound on |C1(ZG)|

when b is the product of two odd primes.

2. Proof of Theorem (1.1). The cartesian diagram

ZG n z[k]
d

I I

ZG/JlbZm     -,     Uz[Sd]/(b)
d d
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leads to an exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence the latter part of which (see [2]) reduces

to

(zG/bzG)* ® n z[k]*a^n(z[k]/(ft))*^ci(zG)-»n a(zm)->o
d d d

where (ZG/Wd bZ[Çd])* has been replaced by (ZG/bZG)* which maps onto it [1,

Lemma 2]. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence immediately implies a filtration of Cl(ZG)

in which the quotients are Hd Cl(Z[fJ) and cok(a + ß). It remains to analyze

cok(a + ß).

The map a is the restriction of the natural map y: ZG/bZG -* 11^ Z\ld\/(b). Let

F be the field of p elements. The p-component of y is

FpG^    u     Fp[£d]x     u     Fp[ipd\. (2.1)

(<*,/>)=' (<*■/>)= i

Let/d(x) be the ¿f'th cyclotomic polynomial. Using the fact that fpd =ß~x modp,

(2.1) can be rewritten

Fp[xv[ n fd(xA^ n ^[x]/a(x))x n ^[*]/(/,(*y')-
\        d J d d

(p,d)= 1 (/»■</)=! 0>,<0 =1

Call this ^¿XC. Identify the isomorphic rings Ä and C/rad C, and define a

map B* X C* -, B* by (b, c) \-, b~lc. Then

A*^(B X C)*->5*-*l

is exact. Putting p -components back together gives an exact sequence

(ZG/6ZG)*-II(Z[fc]/(ô))*^     u    (/>[£,])*-»1.
d p,d

(P,d)-\

Using the fact that F[Çd] « Fp[Çpd]/Tad when (p, d) = I, and combiningp-compo-

nents by the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT hereafter) yields an isomorphism

<f. n Fp[sd]*-* n (z[?rf]/w,)*.
P,d d

(p,d)=\ dikl

Thus there is an exact sequence

(zG/¿»zG)*An(z[t„]/(¿>))*- II {z[sdy*dy^\
d d

d*\

where h = § ° 8. This determines cok a.

Next the map h ° ß: f\d Z[Çd]* —* cok a must be determined. Fix d and letp be a

prime dividing d. Set D = d/p. Define a ring isomorphism

rDd: Z[f0]/ (p) -» Z[íd]/ (itp) = p-component of Z[£d]/ird

by ffl (mod(p)) i-» fd (mod^)) where (irp) denotes the ideal irp (in Z[Çp]) induced

up to Z[frf]. For x G Z[^d]/tTd, let xp denote the image of x in the p-component of

Z[Çd]/ird. By the CRT, x is completely determined by the xp, p ranging over all

primes dividing d. Let u = (ud) G II¿ Z[Çd]*, and w = h ° ß(u). It is straightfor-

ward to check that
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(wd)p = u>Dd (2-2)

where u'd is the image of ud in Z[Cd]/(-rrp) under the canonical map, and p.Dd is the

image in Z[Çd]/(irp) of u¿ ' under

z[^]-z[fD]/(p)T~z[^]/(^).

Fix an ordering dx, d2, . . . , d, of the distinct positive divisors of b such that the

number of primes dividing d¡ is less than or equal to the number of primes dividing

dj when i <j. Make the obvious notation change in subscripts. For example ^ is

now denoted £. Let G, = Z[£,]*, 1 < i < /, and //, = (Z[f,]/w,)*, 2 < i < t. Let

G = riG„ H = n//,.

(2.3) Lemma. Let a G Gk. If k > I, let a = 1 mod irk. Then there is some g = (g,)

in the kernel of h ° ß: G —» H with g, = 1 for i < k, and gk = a.

Proof. Define a ring homomorphism ZJ,: Z[^]—»Z[f(] when dj\d¡ by ^-»f"

where « = 1 mod ^ and « = 0 mod(dJdj). Let g, = 7^,(a) if dk\d¡, g, = 1 other-

wise. Clearly g, = 1 for i < k. Let w = h ° ß(g). It remains to show that w = 1.

Now w = (vv(), í = 2, 3, . . . , /. Taking p-components of Z[f,]/7r(-, it suffices to

show that (w¡) = 1 for p\d¡. By (2.2), (w¡) is the product of the images in

Z[£i]/(irp) of g, and gy" ' where dj = 4/P- The following facts are now needed.

(l)[Tß(x)} mod(^) = rß(x modp).

(2) !>•!*- r„. when ̂ 1^.

(3) The composite

z[^]-z[f.]-z[f-]/K)

factors through Z[^] -» Z[Çk]/-nk when í4|í/,,p|í4-

If ¿4|<^, then by (2.2) and facts (1) and (2) the images of g._1 and g, cancel in

Z[^]/(irp). If <4|4. and dk \ dj, then the image of g, is 1 by (2.2), fact (3), and the

fact that a = 1 mod trk, while gy = 1 by definition. If dk \ d¡, g¡ = 1 and gj = 1 by

definition. Thus, in all cases, (w¡)p = 1, and the lemma is proved.

Define nitrations on X = G, H by

Fk(X) = {x G X\x,; = 1 for / < k),

and let Fk(Q) be the filtration induced on Q = cok(/i ° /?).

(2.4) Proposition. For k = 2,3, . . . ,t,

Fk{Q)/Fk+x(Q)^Hk/G'k

where G'k denotes the image of Gk in Hk under the canonical map.

Proof. One verifies that

Fk(Q)/Fk+x(Q) s Fk(H)/[Fk+x(H) + (Fk(H) n Im FX(G))}        (2.5)

where Im means image under h ° ß. By Lemma (2.3),

Fk(H) n lm FX(G) = Im Fk(G).

Therefore the right-hand side of (2.5) becomes

Fk(H)/Fk+x(H) + lmFk(G).
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This is isomorphic to Hk/Gk, and the proof is complete.

Theorem (1.1) follows from Proposition (2.4) because Q » cok(a + ß).

Remark. Theorem (1.1) can be strengthened slightly. Let Qj be the cokernel of

the natural map Z[fJ* -^(Z[Çd]/ird)*. For d\b, let à(d) be the number of distinct

primes dividing d. Then the filtration of Q in the proof of Theorem (1.1) can be

made coarser so that the quotients are the groups Jl{Qd\A(d) = k} for 1 < k <

A(6). This is because if a(d¡) is constant for k < i < r, then, modulo Fr(G) and

Fr(H), the restriction of h ° ß to Fk(G) splits as the direct product of the natural

maps G, —> Ht, k < i < r. The required analogue of Proposition (2.4) is proved

without difficulty by imitating the proof of Proposition (2.4).
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